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Abstract. This research focuses on high cycle fretting fatigue crack nucleation prediction. A plastic 

steel on steel cylinder/plane contact was investigated keeping constant the normal force and the 

maximum fatigue stress but varying the fatigue stress ratio (RF=0.6 to 1). The evolution of the crack 

length as function of the applied fretting tangential force amplitude at 106 cycles allows us to 

formalize the crack nucleation condition. It shows that the threshold tangential force marking the 

crack nucleation (i.e. bp_th=0µm) is not affected by the fatigue stress ratio. But an increase of the 

fatigue stress amplitude sharply increases the crack extension. To model the experiments, a 2D 

plastic plain strain FEM modeling is performed. As expected, the computed stress field description 

is mesh-dependent. However we demonstrate that a representative stress description is obtained at 

the 3rd node (i.e. 2nd node below the surface). By coupling this mesh condition and non-local critical 

distance approach, reliable prediction of the crack nucleation risk can be achieved either 

considering a Crossland multi-axial fatigue analysis or using a basic uni-axial Haigh’s description. 

Introduction 

Fretting fatigue is characterized by combined high stress gradients induced by micro-

displacements at the interface (fretting) and homogeneous stresses induced by bulk fatigue 

stressing. It is usually admitted that under partial slip conditions (i.e. when the interface maintains 

an inner stuck region) the crack nucleation is controlled by the shear stressing whereas the deeper 

propagation stage is controlled by the fatigue loading [1]. This failure risk is critical for modern 

industries, thus predicting crack nucleation is essential. Numerous studies have been conducted 

using fretting fatigue map concepts, where the cracking domains are reported as a function of the 

tangential fretting load and the fatigue load. A more recent analysis [2] considers a local stress 

analysis coupling the effect of contact and fatigue stressing. However very little has been done to 

formalize the effect of the fatigue stress ratio on fretting fatigue nucleation process. 

In this study we focus on a simple fatigue approach to predict small cracks nucleation for various 

fatigue stress ratios by using first the Crossland multi-axial approach, but also by comparing uni-

axial Haigh description. Previous results [3] show that a basic uni-axial fatigue approach can be 

considered. Transposed to severe plastic stress gradient fretting conditions, this strategy is 

investigated by considering a non-local critical distance approach taking into account the FEM 

mesh size influence on the prediction. 

Materials and fretting fatigue experiments 

The response of a low alloyed steel flat specimen fretted against a steel cylinder of 4.57 mm of 

radius was investigated. The contact was tested in plain fretting (PF, no fatigue force, σF=0), and 

fretting fatigue (FF). A constant high static normal force P was applied so that severe plastic 

deformations are induced in the flat specimen. FEM indentation simulations indicate a maximum 

pressure of p0=2.5σy inducing a maximum von Mises stress of σVM≈1.4σy. Fatigue samples have 

been tested at a constant maximal fatigue force σFmax but varying fatigue stress ratios (i.e. RF= 

σFmin/σFmax=0.6 to 1). The main mechanical properties of the materials are presented in Table 1. 



 

Table 1. Mechanical properties of the tested 

materials 

Materials Flat  Cylinder 

Young's modulus E [GPa] 200 200 

Poisson's coefficient ν 0.3 0.3 

Yield stress σY_(0.2%) [MPa] σY* σY_c* 

Ultimate stress σUTS [MPa] σUTS* σUTS_c* 

Fatigue limit σD [MPa] σD* σD_c* 
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 Fig. 1. Elastic-plastic law of the tested 

material 

Both materials mechanical responses are described by monotonic elastic-plastic laws determined 

by simple tensile tests (Fig. 1). Each plain fretting and fretting fatigue test (Fig. 2a) is realized at 

12Hz for 106cycles. The fretting displacement δ(t) and fatigue force σ(t) are imposed with two 

independent actuators generating a controlled tangential fretting force Q(t) in the contact. The crack 

analysis is restricted to the flat specimen. The dimensions chosen allow plane strain conditions 

along the central axis of the fretting scar. All the fretting scars were analyzed following the method 

depicted in Fig. 2b. At the end of the test, the maximum projected crack length is considered and 

plotted as a function of the tangential force amplitude. The crack nucleation condition can be 

defined by extrapolating the evolution of bp the projected crack length to the x-axis (Q*CN, bp→0). 

Using this strategy, various crack nucleation thresholds can be considered depending on the chosen 

threshold crack length. Hence, assuming a threshold crack length x, defining a crack nucleation 

condition, it leads to the corresponding Q*x threshold tangential loading (Fig. 2c). 
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Fig. 2. (a) Test device, (b) Optical analysis, (c) Crack nucleation threshold determination 

Experimental results 

A first set of test was done to establish the evolution of bp as a function of the fretting tangential 

amplitude Q*(N/mm) for plain fretting conditions. Then fretting fatigue experiments were 

performed applying a constant maximum fatigue stress σFmax but varying the fatigue stress ratio 

from 0.6 to 1 (i.e. pre-stressed test). For each fatigue condition, the fretting loading was adjusted to 

establish, like for plain fretting, the evolution of bp as a function of Q*. All the analyses were done 

at 106 cycles which provides a high cycle fatigue description of the fretting fatigue process.  

Application of a fatigue loading compared to plain fretting does not affect the crack nucleation 

threshold but increases the crack extension (Fig. 3). Considering the fretting fatigue results, it is 

interesting to note that for bp_th=0, the crack nucleation is independent of the fatigue stress ratio RF 

and equal to Q*/µP=0.13. This suggests that the activation of an incipient fretting fatigue crack is 

*confidential values 



 

only controlled by the cyclic contact stressing. For longer cracks the fatigue stress ratio effect is 

more effective: an increase of the fatigue stress amplitude promotes an extension of the crack 

propagation. From this analysis the threshold tangential force amplitude related to bp_th=0, 50 and 

100 µm are extrapolated for both plain fretting and fretting fatigue (Table 2). 
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Fig. 3. Fatigue stress ratio effect, experimental plain 

fretting and fretting fatigue results 

Modeling 

Meshing and critical distance considerations. A 2D plain strain finite element model (FEM) has 

been implemented on Abaqus 6.9. It allows simulation of the multi-axial contact stress state, 

including the contact plasticity behavior. Fig. 4a presents a scheme of the model. The Lagrange 

multiplier with the friction coefficient µ=1 determined before by experimental test was selected as 

the contact algorithm. The mesh consists of linear elements. Isotropic hardening laws were used 

both for the cylinder and the flat specimen. The amount of induced plasticity decreases with the 

number of fretting cycles applied. The number of simulated cycles is adjusted to reach the elastic 

shakedown condition (50<N<100). The fatigue post treatment is done on the stabilized stress state. 

As previously underlined [3], for friction value is higher than 0.3, the maximum cracking risk is 

observed on the surface at the contact border (z=0, x=-a with a contact radius) so-called “hot spot”. 

The contact stressing induces a severe stress gradient [4], and it was shown by Heredia et al. [5] 

that the stress along the z-axis at the hot spot location is mesh dependent. This tendency is 

confirmed in Fig. 4b where the elastic σ11(x=-a, z) profiles computed using different mesh sizes are 

compared versus the exact analytical profile. The analysis shows that FEM computations 

systematically underestimate the hot spot stress value and the error increases with the mesh size.  

Heredia et al. [5] suggest that to perform reliable crack nucleation predictions the fatigue 

analysis must be done at the 2nd node (i.e. 1st node below the surface). Our analysis shows that the 

best correlation with the exact analytical stress field is achieved at the 3rd node (i.e. 2nd node below 

the surface). Indeed whatever the mesh size from d=0.1 µm to 20 µm, the σ11 value computed at the 

3rd and deeper nodes are systematically superimposed on the exact analytical stress profile (Fig 4b). 

This suggests that to complete a relevant fatigue stress analysis, the analysis must consider the 

stress field at n≥3 nodal position to the surface to avoid any mesh size influence on the prediction. It 

is interesting to note that the necessity to consider a subsurface stress description is compatible with 

a non-local critical distance strategy.  

Indeed, as developed by many authors, when severe stress gradients are imposed like fretting or 

notch configurations, the fatigue analysis cannot be performed at the hot spot stress because it 

induces critical overestimation of the cracking risk [6]. Non local fatigue stress field description 

Table 2: Tangential force ratio Q*/µP 

related to the crack nucleation threshold 

conditions (bx_th=0, 50 and 100µm) 

 

Q*/µP 
PF 

Fretting fatigue - RF 

0.6 0.8 0.9 1 

bth= 0µm 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 

bth=50µm 0.23 0.14 0.15 0.18 0.19 

bth=100µm 0.30 0.15 0.17 0.21 0.22 
 



 

must be preferred [7]. One strategy extensively developed by Taylor’s and Susmel [8] and 

transposed by Araújo for fretting problems [9] consists in considering the stress field at a critical 

distance ℓ deeper from the hot spot.  
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Fig. 4. (a) Abaqus FEM model of the fretting fatigue test (b) Elastic σ11(x=-a, z) profiles at the 

trailing contact border for a given plain fretting condition (P ,Q*/µP=0.22) 

A major question is to extrapolate a relevant value of ℓ. Former analysis [2] shows that this value 

can, for a given bp_x crack nucleation threshold, be extrapolated from a reverse analysis of plain 

fretting cracking experiments by solving the following expression:  

σeq(ℓx) = τd             (1) 

with σeq an equivalent fatigue stress defined below the surface et (z=ℓx) and τd the alternated shear 

fatigue limit. Considering that the fretting fatigue stress field below the surface is multi-axial, the 

Crossland [10] approach is considered to establish the so-called Crossland equivalent stress:  

max,,2 HaC J ss += .          (2) 

Where 
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with σd the alternated bending fatigue limit, a,2J the maximum amplitude of the second invariant 

of the stress deviator and σH,max the maximum value of the hydrostatic pressure. For dC s 
,
 there 

is a cracking risk. To be consistent with the FEM mesh size effect observed, a mesh size condition 

is introduced:  

dX ≤ ℓx/2             (4)  

with dx the fretting surface mesh size related to the bp_x crack analysis threshold. In this reverse 

analysis, the contact mesh size was fixed at d=1µm. Hence, the mesh size condition is 

systematically satisfied. A reverse analysis satisfying Eq. 1 is therefore adapted to establish, from 

the plain fretting nucleation conditions, the critical distance ℓx related to each crack nucleation 

length condition (Table 3). 

Table 3: Extrapolated critical distance values ℓx for bx_th=0, 50 and 100µm 

bp_th [µm] 0 50 100 

Q*x/µ.P [N/mm] 0.13 0.23 0.30 

ℓx [µm] 15 30 40 

Formalization. Using the ℓx values extrapolated from the plain fretting analysis, the various 

experimental fretting fatigue crack nucleation conditions are compared versus the material 



 

boundary in the so called max,,2 HaJ s− diagram. The material boundary was expressed for 

106cycles through the corresponding fatigue limit σd-1 and σd0.1 at 106cycles. Note that this FEM 

fatigue analysis was performed considering the elastic-plastic response of the material and using a 

d=5µm contact mesh size (i.e. d ≤ ℓx/2). 
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Fig. 5. Fatigue analysis of fretting fatigue crack nucleation experiments (P; σFmax; RF=0.6 to 1; EP 

laws; d=5µm; µ=1).  

Hot spot analysis (z=ℓ=0µm):   bp_th=100µm;  bp_th=50µm;  bp_th=0µm 

Critical distance analysis (z=ℓx>0µm):  bp_th=100µm;  bp_th=50µm;  bp_th=0µm  

(a) max,,2 HaJ s− representation: comparison between hot spot stresses (z=0,x=-a) and critical 

distance analyses (z=ℓx, x=-a) (Table 3). 

(b) Equivalent σ11a-σ11m uni-axial Haigh diagram: comparison between hot spot stresses (z=0, 

x=-a) and critical distance analyses (z=ℓx, x=-a) (Table 3). 

As expected from [4], in addition to not considering reliable stress estimation, the surface hot 

spot fatigue stress analysis overestimates the cracking risk (Fig. 5a). By contrast he results provided 

by the critical distance approach are more consistent. The crack nucleation conditions are gathered 

along the material boundary. However, if the bp_th=50µm results are really close to the material 

boundary whatever the RF ratio, the predictions provided for the longest crack length bp_th=100µm 

appear non-conservative (i.e. below the theoretical boundary), whereas the predictions related to the 

bp_th=0µm are too conservative. This suggests that the crack nucleation must be calibrated regarding 

a representative incipient crack length. If the chosen crack length is too small (i.e. bp_th=0µm) the 

studied crack length is probably not representative of a damaging crack according that such very 

small crack may never propagate and therefere is not representative of the conventional fatigue 

limit. By contrast, if the chosen crack length is too long, it is probably also controlled by a crack 

propagation process rather than only a crack nucleation phenomenon. This analysis suggests that a 

reliable crack nucleation analysis is achieved choosing a threshold crack length bp_th=50µm. 

As previously developed in [2–4], the fretting fatigue stress field is nearly uni-axial at least on 

the top surface hot spot vicinity. Therefore, the crack nucleation process could be described using 

simpler Haigh’s uni-axial approach, where the crack nucleation conditions are reported as a 

function of the total σ11 mean (σ11m) and amplitude (σ11a) stress component [3]. Because both 

fretting and fatigue loadings are in phase, both fatigue and fretting components can be added so 

that: 

σ11a= σ11a(fatigue)+ σ11a(fretting).          (5) 

σ11m= σ11m(fatigue)+ σ11m(fretting).          (6) 

Fig 5b compares the results achieved using hot spot and critical distance methods (Table 3). 

Similar conclusion can be driven. The best correlation is achieved using the critical distance 



 

approach. The results obtained for bp_th=50µm and bp_th=100µm are very close to the material 

boundary whereas the crack nucleation conditions related to bp_th=0µm are slightly over estimated. 

This suggests that by using a very basic uni-axial fatigue description, reliable crack nucleation 

predictions of fretting fatigue contacts can be achieved if pertinent critical distance approach is 

applied in relation with adequate contact FEM meshing (d≤ℓx/2).  

Conclusion 

This analysis focuses on the effect of fatigue stress ratio RF regarding the fretting fatigue crack 

nucleation condition. The following aspects have been underlined: 

- At constant maximal fatigue force, the effect of RF depends on the threshold crack length 

defining the crack nucleation condition. If bp_th=0µm, the cracking process is only controlled 

by the cyclic tangential force amplitude. For larger bp_th, the threshold Q* tangential force is 

reduced with increasing RF. 

- The FEM analysis required to compute the elastic-plastic stress field is mesh size dependent. 

A reliable stress field description is achieved only below the 3rd node along the z axis at the 

trailing contact border (i.e., 2nd node below the surface). 

- Reliable predictions of fretting fatigue cracking risk are achieved using a critical distance 

approach (ℓx) where the critical distance value related to a given threshold crack length 

(X=bp_th) is defined from plain fretting experiment. This good prediction implies to consider 

an elastic-plastic stress field analysis, a node size condition (d≤ℓx/2) and a representative 

crack nucleation length bp_th=50µm.   

- Due to a quasi uni-axial stress condition at the trailing contact vicinity, the fretting fatigue 

crack nucleation condition can be addressed using a very basic σ11a-σ11m Haigh description.  
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